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GENTLEMEN,

Accordiri<5 to what, as I am assured, is an invariable

rule in Medical Colleges, an introductory address is

delivered at the beginning of each session, to the gen-

tlemen who are about entering upon the study of

those complex matters which go to make up the edu-

catioii of medical men. The strictness of this rule,

but, more especially and directly, a certain inexorable

determination on the part of my colleagues, must
explain my appearing before you in this present

capacity ; but no consideration whatever can enable

me to feel otherwise than diffident in approaching the

task which my associates have imposed upon me; for.

amongst other disqualifying conditions, I cannot help

realizing how difficult it is for a member of a pro-

fession different from that which you are choosing,

appropriately to make use of the opportunity afforded

him of saying a word in season to you. Yet I deem
it no small honour to have been chosen to address

you, and it gives me great pleasure to think that 1

may, perhaps, be able to say something which shall

be of use to you, or at least to some of you.

First, let me on behalf of the faculty, offer you a

warm and kindly welcome to the Halifax Medical

College. This indeed I can easily do. for my couec-

tion with this College has given me the warmest

interest in its progress, and the kindliest feelings

towards its students ; but when I realize that he who

7-1 <^
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vocally presented to the mind. But now you are

going beyond the soundings of certainty. You shall

have not merely by effort of memory to learn the

peculiarities of a language or by processes of induc-

tion to demonstrate a proposition, but you must in-

vestigate the fiicts themselves—some of them facts of

the most perplexing and occult character. You shall

have to judge for yourselves ho\v many of the infer-

ences which may be presented to you in books and

lectures are justified by these facts, and you will find

it necessary to decide for yourselves between many
inc(msistent theories. Thus it is that many who come
from school or college " bearing their blushing honors

thick upon them," fail at law or medicine, while

others whose scholastic achievements have been com-

paratively insignificant, immediately display the pos-

session and practice of certain habits of mind which

enable them rapidly to rise to a foremost place as

students and practitioners.

It is fitting therefore that noAv, at the beginning' of

your professional life, we should consider together

for a little some few of the many matters which might

appropriately be discussed on such an occasion.

First, let mc remind you that just now an

immense number, comparatively, are being admitted

to the so called learned ]»rofcssions. Modern facili-

ties for obtaining sufficient knowledge wherewith

to pass the prescribed preliminary examinations

have started scores on the way towards profes-

sional life, who, under other conditions, would

have followed other pursuits. Without stopping to

consider the effect winch the masses of our people arp
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the principle; not only, like a parrot, makes an

utterance, but experiences a living thought.

If we recall our notions as students so far, some of

us will find that we have been accustomed to asso-

ciate the idea of intellectual attainment with books,

and with what has been obtained from books. This

is well enough, but you must not fall into the error of

relying upon books, through mere memory, as the

means of equipping yourself for the duties of your

profession. Beware of mere book knowledge, and

of that condition which gave rise, no doubt, to

another familiar maxim, namely, that • an ounce of

common sense is worth a bushel of learning." Certain

it is that education has too often taken the direction

of mere scholastic attainment, and has tended too little

to the development of independent thought and a

critical habit. Consequently we are all more or less

familiar with instances of great achievement iu so-

called scholarship, abruptly followed by conspicuous

failure in other walks where something more has

been called for thar m capacity for the passive or

even active ingestioit of ready-made knowledge.

ISow, if there is any one factor more valuable than

another in the investigation and appreciation of truth,

that factor is the ability to observe accurately, and if

there is any one profession more than another in

which accurate observation is important, it is the pro-

fession of medicine.

It would be difficult to mention any calling in

which the habit of which I am now speaking is not

either essential or eminently useful, but in dealing

^vitjj the varied and eciuivocal subjects of medical
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for a merely arbitary memory that would be sorely

taxed ill carrying a burden which an intelligent appre-

ciation of the real or even apparent relations of cause

and effect would make light and easy.

If I read in a book about any matter I should

remember, not because I have read, but because

I have understood ; not learned the fact alone,

but the principle with it. Now, if I learn this prin-

ciple otherwise I have learned all I could have got

from the book. Thus observation serves the same

ends at least as are served by books, yet somehow

there seems to be a greater and more common detici-

ency amongst students in this matter than there is in

mere book and memory work. Perhaps most of us

are rather late in beginning to practice it, and possi-

bly our preparatory study might be so modified in

school and even in college as to bring about an

improvement in this particular.

I do not forget that some persons are by natur(>

more gifted in this respect than others, and thatvvitli

some observation seems almost an instinct, while

others appear to go through life with their eyes shut.

Fortunatelv. however, this faculty, unlike some

others, is capable of successful cultivation, so that no

one with ordinary intelligence need despair of success

if he but make an honest effort to achieve its best

results. One thing is certain. A man who lives

from day to day and year to year without reflectively

seeing what he may see is as one blind, and his

thoughts and acquirements will be circumscribed

accordingly. Genius in some department of mental

labor or devotion to some art or calling may perhaps
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doubt nothing. The man who never doubts never

understands.

But, gentlemen, I question if you can practice what

I am now trying to preach without being thoroughly

interested in what you are going to practice it upon.

It is easy to give advice and it is easy to resolve to

act upon advice, but it is not easy for one to be

thoughtful and observing without being interested

in the subjects of observation. The senses, those

wonderful ministers to the braiu, must be presided

over by an interested pur[ a or they will but half do

their work The eye may contain the picture, the ear

vibrate to the sound, but the mind, if not alert with

interest, will neither see nor hear to much advantage.

You must then be devoted to your profession. It

must become, as it were, your second nature if you

are to master what is involved in it.

Not to be a surgeon, not to bo a physician, not to

have a degree from this or any college or university,

not to be permitted to practice medicine, must be your

object, but simply to be skilled and wise, and, let

me add, honest, in, ])erhaps, the noblest and most

humane art to which man can devote himself.

On the other hand, if, after giving the study of

medicine a fair trial—a careful, thoughtful trial—you

feel convinced that you will be miubie to get up a real

interest in it, I should say, give it up and try some-

thing else.

But I tiiink 1 could commend this habit of obser-

vation to you independently of merely professional or

economic considerations.

What is there more calculated to give pleasure ton
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outset, of persons experienced in the theory and prac-

tice of the matters involved.

But this is not the only advantage afforded by the

school or college system, as distinguished from the

incidents and possibilities of solitary study. Beside*;

having courses and subjects of study indicated and
elaborated to you from day to day by teachers in the

various branches, you will, if you please, have the

benefit of constantly rehearsing your investigation

with your fellow students and of discussing with each
other, from time to time, the matters treated of in your

classes and lectures. This is a privilege which, I

think, is more to be valued than you may at first sup-

pose. During the years which you are to give to pre-

paring yourselves for admission to the practice of medi-

cine you will hear hundreds of lectures ; thousands
of theories will be expanded, and millions of facts

will be presented to you ; you will read many volumes,

and see many sights, all involved in the span of

your proper experience as students ; but I venture to

say that nothing will make a more lasting or avaiVible

imprint upon your minds than the matters which, as

students upon an equal footing, you may with inter-

est and spirit discuss from time to time with one
another. The quickening and stimulating effect of

such intercourse, such generous but close debate as

may take place amongst jjcrsons moved by a common
incentive and gathered together to follow a common
object cannot fail to be recognized and ai)preciated

as a very im{)ortant element in the favorable condi-

tions which a school of professional training affords.

Don't be afraid of giving your ideas to ench other,
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work, and you may find by comparison wherein you
are strong and wherein you are weak. You will be
able to see and to realize, not only in your own case
but in that of your fellows, the results for good and ill

of various habits and tendencies. True, you may see
examples which you had better not follow, but you
will certainly, on the other hand, be encouraged by
models of industry and stimulated by the incentive of
friendly emulation. Moreover,you will obtain a notion
of the scope and possibilities of your profession
which no experience outside of such an institution

could give you.

Seeing that these are some only of the advantages
supplied by a Medical College, and that the collegiate
system is at least equally appropriate to the subject
of law, and that nevertheless few English law
students have the benefit of such a system, you will

not be surprised at being congratulated upon the dif-

ference which exists between the two professions in

this respect.

But, gentleman, there is something else which I am
induced to mention before leaving this matter of
College training.

Nova Scotia is not a very large country and we
cannot perhaps expect under present conditions to

have an uncommonly large or numerously attended
professional school of any kind in Halifax. Now
what I wish to say is this : that whatever advantages
small institutions and large institutions, as such, may
possess over each other respectively, (and there is

urged m favor of each) one thing is dear.
inufnn tn \\c
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But, gentlemen, even a lawyer may say one or two

things in this connection which some of you will do

well to remember and act upon ; and do not despise

the advice because it is gratis. That is the only

unique thing about it. For the rest, it is obvious and

old.

In every college there are students who work very

hard. There are also some who do not work very hard.

If there are any of the latter class here they need not

listen to what 1 am about to say. Now these hard work-

ing students must be cautioned against the possible

results of too much brain worry, for both in arts md in

professional study I have seen studiousness over done

and have known evil to follow. We are nearly all

familiar with some case of a probably poorly ground-

ed academic, month after month and year after year,

burning the midnight oil, and, with bandaged head

and weary eye, driving his jaded faculties by sheer

force of will, into the formalities of logic, th(^

j)rocesses of mathematics or the classic beauties of

ancient authors. We know too, that many students

of law and medicine in such schools as this, for long

periods, take too little respite from their labors, either

for relaxation or positive rest, and that the result has

been often apparent and sometimes deplorable.

Listen to what an old student, Professor Blackie, of

Edinburgh, says :
" It is a well known fact that tiie

care of their health, or. what is the same thing, the

rational treatment of their own ti( sh and blood, is

the very last thing that students seriously think of.

and the more eager the student the more apt is he

to sin in this respect and to drive himself like an

!>
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Discard no suggestion as too novel. Ignore no enquiry

however minute and apparently unpractical, which

may throw light upon the nature of disease. Do

notdespise as new-fan:;lod or superfine any appliance

which may make your discrimination as to m >rbid

conditions more exact. Always separate observation

and reason from tradition. Trust the one and distrust

the other.

Before I close I wish to say a word of encourage-

ment to you. I have told you and no doubt you have

seen for yourselves, that the professions are being

crowded now-a-day.s. Some of you may wonder how

you are going to get into a practice, and how you are

going to make a living after you have served your

terms as students. I cannot take time now to

discuss this. But 1 have time to tell you that so

far as I have been able to observe, success depends

upon personal merit, and that if a professional man

has the affairs of his fdlows entrusted to liim, he is

chosen, not from motives of friendship or charity,

but because his clients or patients require, or think

they require, his services. Human selfishness is

perhaps the surest guarantee for human success If

you can show qualities which your fellows need to

make use of these qualities will command their

market value, and, unless you are kept back by some

unfortunate idiosyncrasy, you will have a place in the

great race of life. If you shall be well trained and

capable professional men you will not fail. The

world will always want, and will always recognize

such men. I have no faith in the " village Hampdens

and mute inglorious Miltons " who are supposed to
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